Abstract-Vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) promise to vehicular traffic behavior and its impact on these general enable many novel applications in transportation systems in-types of applications. cluding accident avoidance, congestion sensing, traffic metering, Although they are a class of mobile ad hoc network and general in-car information services. Yet implementing multi-hop vehicular communications is highly challenging due (MANETs VANETs have unique behaviors. Vehicles can to the highly time-varying nature of vehicles. In addition to have very predictable movement that is (usually) limited node mobility and the impediments of wireless communication, to roadways. Roadway information is often available from a network comprised of moving vehicles is a dynamic system positioning systems and map-based technologies such as that can be fragmented into many individual components of GPS. Traffic density can vary significantly based on timedisparate connectivity. In this paper we describe and analyze a routing scheme that exploits this dynamic connectivity for of-day and day-of-week. With respect to connectivity, denthe purpose of message propagation of attributed (or labelled) sity plays a key role in enabling multihop communication. data in a fragmented VANET. Our analysis provides upper and Owing to the high, path-like mobility rate and varying lower bounds on message propagation rate as a function of the traffic density observed, a VANET is characterized by timetraffic density, vehicle speed, and radio range; and sheds light varying topology and connectivity [2]. Hence, the topology into the role played by each of these network parameters. An important insight from our analysis is that vehicle mobility in of VANET is usually partitioned, and is better described by a the opposite traffic direction can be used to achieve substantial fragmentation and fusion process. Fragmentation and fusion gains in message propagation rates. Our analytical findings lead to many problems with conventional MANET routing are supported by extensive simulations. The simulation results schemes, especially proactive ones. While existing routing indicate that under certain traffic conditions an increase in protocols have been investigated for applications in this vehicle mobility results in an order-of-magnitude increase in domain, few have tried to use the opportunistic connectivity provided by mobile vehicular nodes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Our work, as described in this paper, is towards charVehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) promise to enable acterizing this fragmentation under mobility and its impact on message propagation. We introduce an analytical model a wide range of novel applicationsin transportation to evaluate the behavior of this propagation over moving Potntil apliatins nclde oin-topoit cmmuicaion vehicles under a delay tolerance assumption. We describe (e.g., mobile VoIP), accident avoidance messaging, conge n s , ta routing scheme from existing work [3] that exploits gestioñ~s esn,tafcmtrn,.n eea nomto the time-varying connectivity for message propagation in services (e.g., Internet access) [1] . Supporting future large-a fragmented network. The work demonstrates that vehicle scaleof vixeh lronetwork infrastexctureand to buire ancombin-mobility can be exploited to achieve substantial gains in the message propagation rate even under conditions of fragtechnologies. Enabling vehicular communication with rapid mentation. Our [5] . The VANET difficult, if not impossible, especially in low vehicular density approach used in CarTALK is characterized by the use scenarios. In networking terminology, the connectivity graph of map information, GPS coordinates, and spatially-aware formed by vehicles can be described as a partition yielding routing. In the FleetNet project, the authors explore the multiple disconnected subnets. If nodes traveling in opposing prospect of using roadside gateways to deal with the sparse direction are used in path formation, the resulting paths traffic scenario. By contacting gateways, clusters of vehicles are short-lived, leading to considerable overheads in dyassociated with a local FleetNet routing group are able to namic path formation and route maintenance. Thus, MANET bridge gaps due to network fragmentation. With a goal of routing protocols which rely on such strategies are a poor providing additional services including connection-oriented solution. traffic, this approach requires additional mechanisms and the Downstream deployment of typically costly infrastructure. Such schemes advantages in information dissemination.
Delay tolerant networking (DTN) and custody transfer [6] We consider a routing scheme of the form proposed in are concepts that we apply here in conjunction with the use of reference [3] . This scheme is based on message labeling labeled data. DTN is essentially a store-and-forward scheme using descriptive tags supporting the message propagation that assumes a partitioned network. The concept assumes that goal. For example, with the availability of location and messages are stored in the memory of a node and forwarded map information from GPS devices in vehicles, messages whenever connectivity to the next hop is available. As the can be attributed with source and destination locations or messaging is connectionless, accounting for acknowledgment regions. These tags, or attributes, work in conjunction with of message delivery is a difficult task. The custody transfer a message time-to-live (TTL), a function of time and area, concept permits an exchange of responsibility for forwarding that provides control over the extent of dissemination away messages from one node to the next in forward progress from a traffic incident. To bridge traffic clusters (fragments) towards a destination. Data or nodes are assumed not to be a custody transfer scheme is adopted from the delay tolerant lost in the network.
networking [6] . Based on attributes such as location, heading, Wu et al. have proposed an analytical model to represent a time, etc., this scheme achieves directional propagation of highway-vehicle scenario [7] . However, while they consider messages in a network of moving vehicles. a partitioned network, they do not consider the use of An end-to-end path from source to destination may not opposing traffic to propagate data. Rather, they investigate exist when fragmentation occurs. To route messages, a speed differential between vehicles traveling in the same path from source to destination is not formed a priori; direction to bridge gaps and propagate data. In our model, rather, the protocol uses opportunistic connectivity between we demonstrate that the transient connectivity offered by nodes and traffic flow in both directions. Messages and opposing traffic can provide a substantial improvement in vehicles travel either upstream or downstream relative to message propagation rate. their counterparts. Upstream messages are forwarded by vehicles traveling upstream by exploiting commonality of III. VANET SCENARIO AND ROUTING SCHEME direction. When a partition in upstream traffic is encountered,
We concentrate on information propagation on a roadway messages can be forwarded via downstream traffic to exploit without infrastructure; one in which multiple vehicles transit possible connectivity there. This downstream traffic is, in in both directions. The roadway is modeled as rectilinear some cases, sufficient to bridge the partition. With the help of as illustrated in Figure 1 . We also assume that packet attributed data, the protocol is able to maintain the directional radio is tolerant to local variations in directionality and propagation of data even with transient connectivity. Thus, curvature of the roadway. Vehicles are equipped with sensing, this scheme exploits a highly time-varying connectivity in communication, and computing capabilities so that they form an opportunistic way to bridge partitions. The directional nodes of an infrastructure-less ad hoc network. Vehicles are propagation achieved by this mechanism is illustrated in assumed to travel at a constant velocity. Figure 2 . A time-series of snapshots demonstrates that vehicles The scheme performs comparably to similar map-based are grouped in small disconnected clusters. This has been approaches based on path formation strategies in a fully observed in vehicular traffic data [8] , [2] . By assuming a connected scenario. An interesting observation is the perforfixed packet radio transmission radius, these data indicate a mance of the scheme in a partitioned environment with time 978-1-4244-1690-5/07/$25.OO 02007 IEEE.
achieve connectivity. Thus, the upper bound is a necessary 3 cD2~but not sufficient condition. Whereas, the lower bound is a
, sufficient but not always necessary condition. The two cases --------'/ are illustrated in Figure 4 . analogous to the number of trials until a particular sequence Thus, the effective gap d' is expressed as: is seen, described as pattern matching in classical probability d, d dv theory [9] . The pattern matching problem describes the task to compute the expected number of trials until k consecutive Each cell is of size 1, thus, we can compute the distance with fixed traffic in the upstream direction and inter-vehicle until the desired connectivity. The message covers a distance distance that is exponentially distributed in the downstream of E[N] -k cells with the vehicle at speed v. Once the direction. The propagation rates achieved for the routing connectivity is available, it traverses the k cells at speed scheme described in Section IV are plotted in Figure 5 . The Vradio. Since traffic in both directions is moving at the same simulation results are repeated and averaged to account for speed, the distance covered by message until connectivity is the random arrival process. From the graph, it is apparent that adjusted by a factor of 1/2. Thus, the distance covered by when there is sparse traffic, messages traverse the system at message in Phase 2 is given by: a speed v corresponding to vehicular motion due to the lack (1 (- 
